
Instructions for Creating and Submitting a Specimen Record

In creating a record for your specimen(s), we strongly recommend that in addition to the attached form, you 
use MushroomObserver.org to create a digital version of the record.  This will allow others to view a detailed 
record of your specimen, and the Gilbertson Herbarium to obtain more information when considering your 
mushroom for submission.  Use the guidelines below to create your record on MushroomObserver.org and to 
create a record using the attached form. After creating the record, print out the form and attach it to your 
specimen for clear identification.  Note: the attached form is set up for creating four specimen records.  You 
may want to wait until you have four specimens before printing and cutting the form into the four records.  

After successfully drying your specimen and creating your record on this form and on MushroomObserver.org, 
contact Betsy Arnold at the Gilbertson Herbarium by email to have your mushroom considered for 
submission.  Her email address is arnold@ag.arizona.edu.

1. Scientific Name - The first part of the name identifies the genus to which the species belongs and is 
capitalized; the second part identifies the species within the genus and is written in lower case. The 
entire name is italicized or underlined (eg. “Amanita muscaria”). Only provide a full scientific name if 
you feel confident of the name, otherwise the scientific name should be left blank. If you are only 
confident of the genus, then that should be supplied (eg. “Amanita sp.”)

2. Family - In scientific nomenclature the family is the taxonomical level of organization above genus and 
is capitalized but not italicized or underlined. ( Amanitaceae is the family that includes Amanita 
muscaria.)

3. Collector - Your full name.

4. Date Collected - The date of collection.

5. Locality - Locality is in this format: “USA, Arizona,          ” where the blank is a forest name and FR 
junction, a town, or GPS coordinates. 

6. Habitat - This should include whether the specimen was growing on wood or on ground and the types 
of trees within 20 meters. If on wood indicate if the tree was living or dead, stump or log, if bark is 
present on the tree, etc. If on the ground, indicate the substrate (soil, moss, litter, wood, etc.). Only 
provide information on substrate and trees if you are confident of them.  If it is not clear whether a 
mushroom is growing on wood or the ground as the wood may be buried, “appears terrestrial” should 
be noted.  Collectors who are not sure of the ID of trees should say “conifers” or “mixed woods.” 

7. Notes – This should be a reference to the observation number for the record you have created 
on MushroomObserver.org for the specimen –where you have included good photos of the specimens 
(cap, underside, full stem, longitudinal section) and detailed information like elevation, distinctive odor 
or taste, bruising/ staining reactions, description of latex if any, partial veil if any, growth pattern 
(solitary, gregarious, etc.) –whatever you, the collector thinks are key character in the determination of 
the mushroom’s identity. If you are unable to create a record, directly include in this area the details 
listed above.
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